Evaluation Results:
Expanding Opportunity: A Central Texas Regional Summit
November 2, 2016, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Dell Diamond, 3400 East Palm Valley Boulevard

1. Do you agree that today’s summit achieved its stated goals?
Goal

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Create a clearer sense of shared challenges and
opportunities

19

25

1

Increase awareness of the connections between
seemingly disparate efforts

19

22

4

Highlight collaborations already happening

22

20

2

Foster new connections, ideas and actions to
create an economically inclusive future for all
people

23

19

4

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

2. What is your overall level of satisfaction with the event?
 77% Very Satisfied
 33% Somewhat Satisfied
 0% Neutral
 0% Somewhat Dissatisfied
 0% Very Dissatisfied
3. What did you value most about the event? (representative responses)
 Deeper Dive sessions

 Knowledgeable speakers and panelists

 Learning new things, hearing new
voices

 Getting to know other points of view

 Hearing where Capital Metro won’t go;
ACC Certificate programs

 Better understanding of the complexity
of ongoing transportation solutions

 Networking, hearing common concerns

 Regional data presentation by CAPCOG

4. What could event organizers have done differently? (representative responses)
 More networking time, break-out
sessions

 Workforce panel was a little obtuse

 Move deeper drive earlier in the
program

 Would have liked to get info on current
collaborative planning or participation
opportunities for further…

 Get more employers to attend

 Have Use microphone for questions

5. This was the second annual Regional Summit. If we host another Regional Summit next year, hat
issues of regional concern would you like to see highlighted? (representative responses)
 Transportation; volunteering
 How is the non-profit sector assisting in
the process

 Whatever the topic, go deep on one
topic to allow for deeper conversations
and connections

 Move from coordination to connectivity

 environment

 Senior focus

 employer needs – hear personal issues
employers have hiring local talent

 Housing; healthcare
 Same – jobs, transportation
 Mental health and disparities of
healthcare; educational disparities and
charter schools
 Generational poverty
 Transportation, growth of population

 Transit ATX to SA; early childhood
education gap (2-Gen maybe); high
school completion/graduation rate;
prison pipeline

